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Well,To come to Taiwan is the best ever decision I've made so far. 

Firstly,it's been my dream to enjoy the island full of mystery since middle school,so you must know 
how it feels when a dream has already come true ----like the first love. One and only. Though you 
may find that somethings are the exact opposite to what you thought they'd be,namely,food. I think 
the food here,especially in Hualian, is somehow lock of wide varieties comparing with that in 
mainland China.  

Although the food here made me get disappointed. Nevertheless the life here is totally wonderful.I 
can certainly say that each day I lived was anything but a kill of time,given that I see the life in 
Soochow University was a waste of time in some way. I almost gained nothing after spending one 
and a half year studying there,you see,due to this reason the so-called higher eduction has somehow 
left me a bad impression making me feel some disappointed.However,I changed my mind while 
studying here.  

For one thing,NDHU is like a melt pot which embraces a group of people all over the world,and 
gives us the opportunity of sharing----you can even share the secret with your professor,which can 
not be imagined in my university. You see,in NDHU,not only can I make friends with students 
unfamiliar but also I can easily approach to my professor.  

For another thing,NDHU opens my eyes by offering various courses and activities. See,outdoor 
discoveries,diving class,numbers of students' associations and so on.What I really appreciate is the 
elective system with great freedom. You are free to choose what class you'd attend and you also have 
right to decide whether if you continue it or not after the mid-term.  

Well,all this is about life in NDHU.Actually,apart from the time spending on campus,there are 
definitely other wonderful experiences I shall keep in mind forever,friendly people included surely.  

So long!My dream,my friend. 


